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Just some notes
I’m going to stop writing on the blackboard.

Some people said they couldn’t see anything =(

DataJoy invites have been sent (if you’re using DataJoy)

I will give solid examples today based on questions I’ve received for Assignment 1



Hold-out Validation: We can “hold-out” a validation set from the original data

1. Hold-out some of rows of the dataset for testing; use the other half for training

2. Build a predictive model using ONLY the training set

3. Use the test set to compare predicted answers and actual answers

Now we’ll have some idea of how our model will perform in the real-world!

We’re testing the model on data it hasn’t before.



Hold-out Validation: Illustrated
Step 1. Hold-out one part of the data set for testing

Width Height Species

321.1 43.2 Cat

21.1 31.1 Dog

312.55 432.324 Alligator

56.2 13.1 Dog

41.1 42.1 Cat

... ... ...

Original Data Set that
you’re given



Hold-out Validation: Illustrated
Step 1. Hold-out one part of the data set for testing

Width Height Species

321.1 43.2 Cat

21.1 31.1 Dog

312.55 432.324 Alligator

56.2 13.1 Dog

41.1 42.1 Cat

... ... ...
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Hold-out Validation: Illustrated
Step 2: Build predictive model f(x) ONLY on the training rows

         

It’s important that you ONLY train on the training partition that you cut out.

We want to obtain a valid indicator of the real-world performance of this model
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Let’s build a model 
with KNN set to 1 
on the training rows



Hold-out Validation: Illustrated
Step 3: Validate the performance of your predictive model by comparing 
predictions on test rows

         

It’s important that you ONLY train on the training partition that you cut out.

We want to obtain a valid indicator of the real-world performance of this model

f(<321.1, 43.2>) = Predict Cat
f(<21.1, 31.1>) = Predict Cat 
f(<312.55, 432.324>) = Predict Alligator
f(<56.2, 13.1>) = Predict Dog



Hold-out Validation: Illustrated
Step 3: Validate the performance of your predictive model by comparing 
predictions on test rows

         

It’s important that you ONLY train on the training partition that you cut out.

We want to obtain a valid indicator of the real-world performance of this model

Actual Labels
f(<321.1, 43.2>) = Predict Cat ✓ Cat
f(<21.1, 31.1>) = Predict Cat X Dog
f(<312.55, 432.324>) = Predict Alligator ✓ Alligator
f(<56.2, 13.1>) = Predict Dog ✓ Dog

Classifier has a classification accuracy of 75% on the test set. Should we use it in the real-world?



Hold-out Validation: Some Guidelines

A general-rule of thumb, cut-out 25% for testing.

How do we evaluate the performance of a regression 
model?



Hold-out Validation: Illustrated
Step 3 (For Regression): Validate the performance of your predictive model by 
comparing predictions on test rows.

         

Remember regression models are built to predict numbers.

We can compute the mean absolute error instead!

Actual Labels Abs. Difference
f(<321.1, 43.2>) = 43 42 1
f(<21.1, 31.1>) = 53 50 3
f(<312.55, 432.324>) = 432 415.2 16.8
f(<56.2, 13.1>) = -1.1 -1.2 0.1

1 + 3 + 16.8 + 0.1
Mean Abs. Error is           4    = 5.22500



How to pick K in KNN?
Run KNN with different values of K on training set

Evaluate performance of each model on a test set

Pick the K value which performs best.

K will vary depending on noise of the data set!

If your data set is has barely any noise, a small K value will typically work well.
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Overview of Hold-out Validation 

Decision Trees ←
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Decision Trees: Another way to build predictive 
models
Another way to build predictive models for regression and classification tasks.

They build an actual decision tree on the data set.

“Splits” in the tree correspond to questions about the features

Ending leafs give a prediction for the label



Decision Trees: Illustrated
Given a set of data with one column marked as the label. 

Supervised Learning Goal?:

Hair Color Age Cancer

Black 42 Yes

Brown 31 No

... ... ...

Create a 
predictive model f
(x)
which predicts 
the label!



In Decision Tree Learning
Our predictive model is a decision tree. Just pass through the unknown observation 
to get a prediction!

f(x) =  



Decision Tree Learning
How it builds this tree using your tabular data set:

Make Single Split in the Plot which Minimizes the Error
Keep on doing this until some constraint is reached

Once the tree is built, either majority vote or average the sub-regions created

Constraints could be things like maximum tree height

This procedure for building a decision tree is called “rpart” (recursive partitioning). 



Decision Tree Learning: How it looks like

Okay, this is our original training data.

Predict Black



Decision Tree Learning: How it looks like

This spot minimizes the error between the two classes

Predict Black Predict White

If feature 1> 4.5

Predict Black



Decision Tree Learning: How it looks like
Find the NEXT possible split which minimizes the error

Predict Black Predict White

If feature 1> 4.5

Predict Black
If feature 1> 4.5

Predict Black

Predict Black Predict White

If feature 2> 1.5



Decision Tree Learning: How it looks like

You can just keep on making splits until some maximum tree depth is reached.

Or until we can’t split any more (there is only one data point at each sub-region)

If feature 1> 4.5

Predict Black

Predict Black Predict White

If feature 2> 1.5
Predict Black Predict White

If feature 1> 4.5
Predict Black

Predict White

Predict BlackPredict White

If feature 2> 1.5

Predict White

If feature 1> 4.5

Predict White

If feature 2> 1.5

If feature 2> 1.5
Predict BlackPredict BlackPredict White

If feature 2> 1.5

Predict White

If feature 1> 4.5

If feature 2> 1.5

Predict Black



Decision Trees: after Building the each tree
Classification: Majority vote at EACH sub-region

Regression: Average at EACH sub-region

Then, we’re done creating 
the actual model!

Put this in the real-world.



Decision Tree Learning: After making splits 
We will get a decision tree model which looks like this. Splits are all on features.



Unknown Observation

<3000000, 1.7, 3>

Decision Tree Learning: Prediction time?
Just pass the unknown observation down the decision tree based on the features. 
This model predicts whether someone will accept a loan.

where the general feature vector is:

<Income, Years Educated, Family Members>



Decision Tree Learning: Some Notes 
The most important variables/features of our data set will be higher in the decision 
tree

This decision tree says that Income
is the most feature to predict 
whether someone will take a 
personal loan.

The higher up the features in the 
tree: the more important they are to 
the overall prediction of the label



Decision Tree Learning: In a Nutshell
We build a predictive model, f(x), by creating a decision tree which minimizes the 
error at each split.

Why is this useful in sensitive applications? We can actually easily visualize the predictive process



KNN vs Decision Trees: Two Ways to Build Predictive Models

Both build a function f(x) to predict a label 

Labels can be either numerical (regression) or classification (categories)

But the ways that they build f(x) are entirely different.

Data (in a 
table form)

KNN

Decision 
Tree
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Decision Tree Learning: In a Nutshell
Decision Trees are faster to make predictions with an unknown observation on 
than KNN. Wait why is that?

In KNN, we have to LOOK at EACH observation in the dataset, compute distances, etc.

With decision trees, we just have to pass down the observation in a tree.

Overall, we have to do less work when predicting with decision trees!



Decision Trees build an actual decision tree
The tree building process is automatically generated by the R.

All we need to do is change the “method” part of the train function from “knn” to 
“rpart”

to this (we’ll have to change the options; next class)

model = train(x=animals[,1:3], y=animals[,4], method = "knn", tuneGrid = options)

model = train(x=animals[,1:3], y=animals[,4], method = "rpart", tuneGrid = options)



Homework Tonight: Run this Decision Tree 
Example
This will build both a KNN and a Decision Tree model on the same dataset.

They are both predicting the same label, but each model was built differently

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56a02a7a1d2486f244a693c6

It’ll compare the performance of both models on the same test set.

It’ll also visualize the resulting decision tree.

Hint: Useful for Assignment 1

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56a02a7a1d2486f244a693c6
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Assignment 1: Review of Coding Problems
Having issues with the coding part? I’m here to help!

Reminder: Office hours on Monday at 12:00pm to 1:30pm at Rm 308 in Chase.

Time to do some problems together which may help.



Task #1: Filter out bad names
We’re given a dataset in CSV format called “phone.csv”

Contains phone numbers

Asked to create a CSV which removes phone numbers which are NOT made up of 
the numbers 1, 2, and 3.

Okay - simple! For loops and If statements, right?

Let’s have a look.



Task #1: Filter out bad names
So there’s only one column in the CSV file. We want only numbers which have 1, 
2 or 3

Good Number!

Good Number!

Good Number!
Good Number!

Good Number!



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
data = read.csv("phone.csv")
number_of_rows = nrow(data)

Read the Data and Count the Rows

We know how to do this!



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
data = read.csv("phone.csv")
number_of_rows = nrow(data)

for(count in 1: number_of_rows){
    observation_number = data[count, 1]

}
Okay - go through EACH phone number in the data set



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
data = read.csv("phone.csv")
number_of_rows = nrow(data)

for(count in 1: number_of_rows){
    observation_number = data[count, 1]
    number_of_letters_in_current_number = nchar(observation_number)

}

Now we need to loop over each character of the current 
observation

Let’s get the number of characters in a string using the nchar 
function



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
data = read.csv("phone.csv")
number_of_rows = nrow(data)

for(count in 1: number_of_rows){
    observation_number = data[count, 1]
    number_of_letters_in_current_number = nchar(observation_number)
    for(count_2 in 1: number_of_letters_in_current_number){

current_digit = substring(observation_number, count_2, count_2)
     }

} We’ll loop through EACH character of EACH observation

substring function gets a subsection of a string



substring function in R: Way to get a part of a string
this_string = “hello”
print(substring(this_string, 1, 3))

this_string = “hello”
print(substring(this_string, 2, 4))

this_string = “hello”
print(substring(this_string, 5, 5))

Hel
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o



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
data = read.csv("phone.csv")
number_of_rows = nrow(data)

for(count in 1: number_of_rows){
    observation_number = data[count, 1]
    number_of_letters_in_current_number = nchar(observation_number)
    is_good = TRUE

    for(count_2 in 1: number_of_letters_in_current_number){
current_digit = substring(observation_number, count_2, count_2)

    if (current_digit == “1” || current_digit == “2” || current_digit == “3”){
# This is a digit that we want! Do nothing

}else{
# This is a bad digit! Ignore this entire phone number

            }
    }
}

Okay - let’s make an if 
statement now.

Check if the current digit is the 
one we want



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
data = read.csv("phone.csv")
number_of_rows = nrow(data)

for(count in 1: number_of_rows){
    observation_number = data[count, 1]
    number_of_letters_in_current_number = nchar(observation_number)
    is_good = TRUE

    for(count_2 in 1: number_of_letters_in_current_number){
current_digit = substring(observation_number, count_2, count_2)

    if (current_digit == 1 || current_digit == 2 || current_digit == 3){
# This is a digit that we want! Do nothing

}else{
is_good = FALSE

}

    }

    if (is_good == TRUE){
print(paste("Let's keep this number:", observation_number))

    }
}

Let’s keep a variable is_good.

This will track whether the 
phone number is good!

Print this out!



Task #1: Okay - how to write that to a CSV file
Okay - now I’m doing the assignment for you =(

In Part 2, Question 2: we ask you to write the results to a CSV file NOT print them.

Look at the write.csv function from last lecture slides.

Now, blend them together



Task #1: Filter out bad numbers
Link to Full DataJoy Solution: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56a0f0f039dc02266e7b02ad

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56a0f0f039dc02266e7b02ad


Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

CIA wants to track how popular Obama is.
Okay, our CSV file looks like this and is “emails.csv”

One column email_message just giving insight to the message itself..

Any Ideas on how to solve this? (Hint TWO for loops)



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

Loop through each email

Loop through each word of each email

Check if this word is “Obama”

If it is, let’s add update a count

Okay, that’s the idea… now in R code?



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

data = read.csv("emails.csv")
number_of_emails = nrow(data)
times_obama_was_seen = 0

Okay - we know how to start 
this off. 

We’ll keep this variable 
times_obama_was_seen to 
track the counts



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

data = read.csv("emails.csv")
number_of_emails = nrow(data)
times_obama_was_seen = 0

for(count in 1:number_of_emails){
    email_message =data[count, 1]

}
Okay - Loop through each 
email.



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

data = read.csv("emails.csv")
number_of_emails = nrow(data)
times_obama_was_seen = 0

for(count in 1:number_of_emails){
    email_message = as.character(data[count, 1])
    words_split_by_space =unlist(strsplit(email_message, " "))
    number_of_words = length(words_split_by_space)    

}
We need to get the 
number of words to set up 
the next loop



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

data = read.csv("emails.csv")
number_of_emails = nrow(data)
times_obama_was_seen = 0

for(count in 1:number_of_emails){
    email_message = as.character(data[count, 1])
    words_split_by_space = unlist(strsplit(email_message, " "))
    number_of_words = length(words_split_by_space)    
    for(count_2 in 1:number_of_words){
          word = words_split_by_space[count_2]

    }

}

Okay, let’s write out the 
nested-loop

Bingo - here’s the actual loop. 

Now all we need to is check 
whether this is “Obama”



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears
data = read.csv("emails.csv")
number_of_emails = nrow(data)
times_obama_was_seen = 0

for(count in 1:number_of_emails){
    email_message = as.character(data[count, 1])
    words_split_by_space = unlist(strsplit(email_message, " "))
    number_of_words = length(words_split_by_space)    
    for(count_2 in 1:number_of_words){
          word = words_split_by_space[count_2]

          if (word == "Obama"){
                times_obama_was_seen = times_obama_was_seen + 1
          }

    }

}

Cool. Looks good!



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears

Let’s print the count out now.

data = read.csv("emails.csv")
number_of_emails = nrow(data)
times_obama_was_seen = 0

for(count in 1:number_of_emails){
    email_message = as.character(data[count, 1])
    words_split_by_space = unlist(strsplit(email_message, " "))
    number_of_words = length(words_split_by_space)    

    for(count_2 in 1:number_of_words){
        word = words_split_by_space[count_2]
        if (word == "Obama"){
                times_obama_was_seen = times_obama_was_seen + 1
        }
   } 

}

print(paste("Obama appears exactly", times_obama_was_seen, "times"))



Task #2: Count the number of times “Obama” appears
Link to Full DataJoy Solution: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56a035cf39dc02266e7b02a8

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56a035cf39dc02266e7b02a8


Reminder: No Plagiarism

We will be using plagiarism detection software for code

Plus you learn nothing! =(

You’ll never understand how to cure cancer or how to build robots =(

And the rest of the course will be difficult! =(

Just e-mail me kallada@cs.dal.ca if you’re having trouble. =)

You can e-mail me as many times you want!

mailto:kallada@dal.ca

